The Key To Tesla 369 Riddle

Nikola Tesla was an extraordinary man and genius born during a lightning storm in 1856 to a Serbian family; he had a life-long passion for nature and electricity and was determined to use his gift of great mental power for the greater good of humanity. This “Electrical Wizard with an unquenchable fire in his blue eyes” desired knowledge above all and wanted to understand himself and everything around him. He greatly admired woman, yet he was saddened by how she was becoming more and more masculine, competing with man and taking over his natural place in society. He had vast knowledge of nutrition and believed in keeping his body according to the law of nature, in tune with Earth. Nikola Tesla believed in exercise, “the miracle of milk” and in a green diet, eating meat only few times a year with preference to fowl. Through the power of will he prevailed over his addictions; he stopped drinking coffee and tea, which he equals with poison. He knew his body was a gift from The Creator:

“All should consider his body as a priceless gift from one whom he loves above all, a marvelous work of art, of indescribable beauty, and mystery beyond human conception, and so delicate that a word, a breath, a look, nay, a thought may injure it.”

Nikola Tesla

He was misunderstood by the world, and his message was never received because the world was not ready yet. This great scientist and philosopher who described himself as a Christian demonstrated the unity of Science and God. He studied The Bible, but his thirst for knowledge lead him to the study of other ancient scriptures as well. He was so much ahead of his time, as it is often said, because he was open to receive the revelations from The Creator Himself. He selflessly devoted his life to the advancement of humanity. He “invented” so many things that the world uses daily, including radio, electricity (AC), electric motor, X-rays, laser, wireless communication (internet) or remote control. Because he knew so much and was willing to share freely, he was a big threat to the money-making rulers of the world who do not have humanity in heart; immediately after his death the FBI raided his hotel room and stole his documents. Nikola Tesla knew much more than what he could share with the world. He also knew very well that numbers are of great importance and that the whole Universe speaks in numbers. God, The Divine Creator uses numbers to help us understand His creation; numerology or gematria is the ancient science of equating numbers with letters which works both ways: to hide and to uncover the hidden meanings of the words. In this document I only used Sumerian Numerology as this system comes from the Sumerians.

Nikola Tesla wished to enlighten humanity and saw ignorance as evil, the stumbling block:

“Of all the frictional resistances, the one that most retards human movement is ignorance, what Buddha called ‘the greatest evil in the world.’ The friction which results from ignorance can be reduced only by the spread of knowledge and the unification of the heterogeneous elements of humanity. No effort could be better spent."

The Creator used Tesla in His Divine plan; he drew the world’s attention to the numbers 3, 6 and 9:

“If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 and 9, then you would have the key to the universe.”

Tesla was greatly interested in this trio, but he also knew that he could not understand it himself:

“My brain is only a receiver, in the Universe there is a core from which ‘We’ obtain knowledge, strength and inspiration. I have not penetrated into the secrets of this core, but I know it exists.”
“Now, I must tell you of a strange experience which bore fruit in my later life. We had a cold [snap] drier than even observed before. People walking in the snow left a luminous trail. [As I stroked] Mačak's back, [it became] a sheet of light and my hand produced a shower of sparks. My father remarked, this is nothing but electricity, the same thing you see on the trees in a storm. My mother seemed alarmed. Stop playing with the cat, she said, he might start a fire. I was thinking abstractly. Is nature a cat? If so, who strokes its back? It can only be God, I concluded.

I cannot exaggerate the effect of this marvelous sight on my childish imagination. Day after day I asked myself what is electricity and found no answer. Eighty years have gone by since and I still ask the same question, unable to answer it.”

“The gift of mental power comes from God, Divine Being, and if we concentrate our minds on that truth, we become in tune with this great power. My Mother had taught me to seek all truth in the Bible.”

“... At this time I made a further careful study of the Bible, and discovered the key in Revelation ...”

Revelation, the last book of The Bible, holds the answer to the 369 riddle:

“And one of the elders saith unto me, Weep not: behold, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, hath prevailed to open the book, and to loose the seven seals thereof.” (Revelation 5: 5)

THE LION OF JUDAH = 888

“And to the angel of the church in Philadelphia write; These things saith he that is holy, he that is true, he that hath the key of David, he that openeth, and no man shutteth; and shutteth, and no man openeth;” (Revelation 3: 7)

On Christmas Eve 2017, We were asked to do a walk-through of Tesla 369 code, so I took a closer look at the original 369 code crack posted by Andre Slade on 12/9/2012 (frame below); I knew it was necessary to clarify the code as it was not simple enough and complete. I have been wanting to do this because I felt no one really understood what Andre had revealed. The request for the walk-through was a stimuli, and this post was the response.

3 – Individual person: the Holy Trinity, Mind, Body and Spirit conceived or rather the awakening of the Christos (when the spirit comes to life for the first time is known as immaculate conception).

6 – The condition: the end of the dark age of Pisces, the beginning of Aquarius

9 – The way: For what’s to come, you have to balance the 9 enzymes that make up Oxytocin and detox the body to rid toxins from Laminin (vitamin C = 8 infinity), Proverbs 19: 8 “He that getteth wisdom loveth his own soul (body): he that keepeth understanding shall find good”, Cain (9) represents a green diet.

If we do not achieve this, then:

3 – Individual person: no Immaculate Conception or trinity, Crucifix of the Christos.

6 – The condition: Pisces/Satan conditions prevail, humanity stays in exile.

9 – The result: 25,920 years, the period it would take humanity to have this opportunity again. The time he will rule possibly again if we do not get it right this time around.
What I was revealed by YAHWEH while working on this clarification I put in CAPITALS; I was looking for the hidden numerical value of words based on what We knew.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CHRISTOS} & = 666 \\
\text{ENKI (234) REBORN (432)} & = 666 \\
\text{CLEAR (234) LAMININ (432)} & = 666
\end{align*}
\]

In its infancy the Tesla 369 code served as a confirmation to Andre, fueling His philosophy. He had been doing much research into humanity by then, and He found some awesome revelations; prior published work will confirm this. At first He did not know that He was identifying the code of God Almighty Himself as He did not yet fully comprehend who He was. The code led to His Immaculate Conception (conception of His Spirit) on 31/08/2012, and We now know that there was no one else who could have explained it; it had to come from The Son of God Himself, the one who holds The Keys to the Universe.

Connecting the 369 to our celestial journey and thus to The End Times we are in at the present opened the door to ABSOLUTE TRUTH, which was written down in the form of the little book of Revelation 10 called Where To From Here: Cognition destined to be communicated to the world.

\[
\text{WHERE TO FROM HERE COGNITION} = 1728 \ (4 \times 432)
\]

“And he said unto me, Thou must prophesy again before many peoples, and nations, and tongues, and kings.”.

Revelation 10: 11

The 369 riddle refers to unity and thus to The Almighty Creator YAHWEH.

3: The number 3 represents the omni-present spiritual component of life. The atom is the manifestation of The Holy Trinity, which is the union of the Neutron (Father), Proton (Son) and Electron (The Holy Spirit). The Aether is the proton-neutron framework which allows electron flow, the force behind everything. The number three also represents the home of Elohim, Orion’s Belt also known as The Three Sisters.

6: The number 6 represents the physical component of life, the matter. Life energy in everything is the result of the “void” which is the force behind the carbon manifestation of matter and life. Carbon 12 is The Creator’s autographed building block; He left the signature 666 in it in a form of 6 neutrons, 6 protons and 6 electrons. The number six represents the flesh and earthly possessions, that what is not eternal but bound to Earth. It is the unity of body and mind.

9: The number 9 represents god consciousness/ divine completion or the all-seeing eye. It is the result of resonance between 3 and 6 and is represented by the tip of the pyramid. If there is balance or yin yang between the spiritual life and the physical life, there is harmony (resonance). Once this divine consciousness manifests, it amplifies into divine wisdom with regard to humanity as God gave humanity dominion over all animals. When 3 and 6 resonate, the third eye will open, resulting in the ability to see higher dimensions and ultimately the truth. The number nine represents The Way:

“Yahshuah saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me.”

John 14: 6
For anyone to be reborn, they have to first resonate with the Wisdom of King David for that is the Spirit of absolute truth.

“Yahshuah answered and said unto him, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.”  
\[ \text{John 3: 3} \]

Yet, not everyone is able to be born again and only few will enter.

“Yahshuah answered, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God.”  
\[ \text{John 3: 5} \]

Divide 3 6 9 into 3 equal parts as in The Holy Trinity, and you will get number 6 6 6.

\[ 3 + 6 + 9 = 18 = 6 + 6 + 6 \]

Number 18 represents life

Let Me explain resonance as simply and as well as I can right now; resonance, synchronicity is a two-way circular communication between all life forms. The concept of resonance applies to everything in the Universe and brings harmony.

When you pray to Almighty God YAHWEH and He answers you, it is resonance.

When your right hemisphere (brain), which is predominantly specialised in the perception and analysis of emotions/feelings gives a message to your left hemisphere (brain), which is dedicated to logical, abstract thinking and the establishment of causal relationships, and the left brain responds to it, it is resonance.

When your gut brain (the second brain) which is called enteric nervous system is healthy because it is kept in balance by beneficial bacteria and it sends signals to your main brain (the first brain) and the brain sends signal back to your gut lined with millions of neurons, it is resonance.

When your pituitary gland (body) is healthy and produces oxytocin, it communicates with your pineal gland (soul) by giving and receiving a message, it is resonance.

When you travel abroad and have sudden stress and your favourite plant at home shows the stress symptoms at the very same time, it is resonance.

When a monkey discovers it can eat its food easier when it (the sand and dirt) is washed in water, and all the monkeys in the world naturally start doing the same, it is resonance.

Everything is the light/ power/ energy/ electricity, and everything vibrates at specific frequency ie. the amount of vibrations/ waves in a second.

“If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency and vibration.”  
\[ \text{Nikola Tesla} \]
Frequency can resonate or dissonate with humanity; resonance is the cosmological principle of stimulus and response between things of the same kind. Multiples of a certain number are connected to it and to each other and therefore work in Unison.

The frequency of 432 Hz is healing for creatures of Earth because earthly bodies resonate with it. This natural peaceful frequency was changed to energetically disruptive frequency of 440 Hz. All great ancient civilisations and musicians tuned their instruments to the base frequency of 432 Hz; Sumerians or Egyptians, Mozart, Bach, Chopin, Debussy or Vivaldi were tuned to Nature. Listen to 432 music and stay in balance.

The Divine resonant frequency is the Union of 432 Hz and 234 Hz, where 234 Hz is the primary divine energy representing the Heavens and the Above, and 432 Hz is its equal opposite representing the Earth and the Below. Sound can be depicted geometrically; 432 Hz represents an upside down triangle/pyramid, and its opposite is 234 Hz represented by an upward pointing triangle/pyramid. Together these two opposing frequencies make up a diamond with two pyramids touching with their bases; this is the most common shape of a natural rough diamond. The diamond is made up of tetrahedral units (pyramid with 3 sides and a base). The diamond is the final stage of the Carbon element and therefore represents perfection; diamond’s carbon atoms are bonded in essentially the same way in all directions. In the language of The son of God Himself, Hebrew, this extraordinary gem is called ADAMANT; it carries number 666 in the form of vowels AAA in both Hebrew and Sumerian numerology/gematria.

God is the number 1
Beside Him stand His Two Faithful Witnesses (Zechariah 4:11):
234 represents the right and 432 the left hand of God:
\[ 432 \text{ } 234 \]
Add the right side of God to the left side:
\[ 432 + 234 = 666 \]
The middle point or equilibrium between 234 and 432 is 333
Multiply them: 234 x 432 = 101088
These Two come from The Three Sisters:

THE THREE SISTERS = 1188

The number 432 is all around:
- One biblical month is 30 days or 43,200 minutes.
- Both day and night have 43,200 seconds.
- The Annunaki came from Heaven to Earth and ruled for 432,000 years up to Noah’s Flood.
- The diameter of The Moon is 2,160 miles (432: 2 = 216); the diameter of The Sun is 864,000 miles (2 x 432 = 864).

Revelation 13: 18 directly refers to the wisdom of King David: 13 x 18 = 234

“Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six.”

Enki is The One with the wisdom to reveal the beast; Satan merely stole 666.

The number 37 is the manifestation of God’s absolute power; it is the mark of God: 26 + 11 = 37.
Multiply number 37 by the magnificent 3, 6, and 9, and you will get number 666

\[
\begin{align*}
3 \times 37 &= 111 \\
6 \times 37 &= 222 \\
9 \times 37 &= 333 \\
18 \times 37 &= 666
\end{align*}
\]
Add the right side to the left side of 37, and you will get 1
Add the right side of 37 to it and you will get 44
Add the left side of 37 to it and you will get 40
Multiply 3 x 7 and you will get 21 = 777
Add 37 to its opposite number 73, and you will get 110
Go from 37 to 73, and exactly in the middle you will get 55

Research the number 37, and you will see that it is truly divine. This is the number of Elohim. Elohim is the original Hebrew word used in Genesis describing the Creators of Man; it is a plural form referring to both male and female and is none other than The Son of God, Christ and The Holy Spirit, Sophia. They marked Their creation by this royal number; the mitochondrion, which is the powerhouse of YOUR bodies in a small capsule, contains its own circular DNA with 37 genes. This marvelous Mother gene is the basis of energy. Elohim, God’s physical manifestation or The God-head on Earth consists of two entities: YAHSHUAH and His Bride IMMAYAH. They are represented by two merged tetrahedra (triangular pyramids) or the 2-dimensional symbol known as “the Star of David”, which represents 666. YOU also may know Them from history as Enki (meaning The Lord of Earth) and Inanna (meaning Anu’s Beloved One).

ENKI AND INANNA = 666

In Numerology Andre (Enki) is number 3; I (Inanna) am number 7, resulting in the Union of 37, which is described as a match made in Heaven. Earth is the 3rd planet from The Sun and 7th from Heaven. The two interlocked triangles (“the Star of David”) or pyramids (Merkabah) represent the Union/ resonance of Chesed (divine masculine) and Gevurah (divine feminine), The Two Hands of God whom YAHWEH actively uses to rule Earth on His Behalf. Today Elohim is manifested within Andre M. Slade and Katarina Krizani. In 1999 Andre started His journey into search for the truth at the age of 37; that is when He started looking at the world upside down. On Divine call, I flew to South Africa on a one-way ticket exactly on the day when Andre posted His Tesla 369 code crack. Our Re-Union started the foundation of The New Kingdom.

SLADE AND KRIZANI = 888
THE NEW KINGDOM = 888

Harmony in life can only be achieved if there is divine wisdom abound; equilibrium means to have equal weight on the right and left side of the scale. The Bible describes it as the way of living in The New Kingdom:

“And thine ears shall hear a word behind thee, saying, This is the way, walk ye in it, when ye turn to the right hand, and when ye turn to the left.”. Isaiah 30: 21

Finding your way back to resonance cannot happen by chance; it takes humility, diligence, dedication and lots of studying. Ultimately Satan has been destroying God by destroying the harmony between Man and Woman.

“The world has experience many tragedies, but to my mind the greatest tragedy of all is the present economic condition wherein women strive against men, and in many cases actually succeed in usurping their places in the professions and in industry. This growing tendency of women to overshadow the masculine is a sign of a deteriorating civilization.”

Nikola Tesla
Because we all are made as a Monopole Magnet attracting our opposite, it is a real challenge to become one flesh. In The Science of Human Design Andre has a design To Do, and I have a design To Wait (To Be); He is single definition, and I am split definition. The Human Design is the only real psychology and ultimate guide to human relationships; its goal is to eliminate the misunderstanding in relating to one another.

**THE HUMAN DESIGN = 888**

“Misunderstandings are always caused by the inability of appreciating one another's point of view. This again is due to the ignorance of those concerned, not so much in their own, as in their mutual fields.”

Nikola Tesla

We wish to thank from Our hearts to the woman who made The Human Design available to everyone; God Bless you, “Zeno”!

And to all of YOU, HallaluYAH!

Inanna & Enki
www.wheretofromhere.org